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”There is now a long, almost old history of professional work and 
various efforts to consciously shape and develop country image” 

1996!

Country image



Country Image Center

Country Brand Council

Hungarian Tourism Plc

Hungarian Tourism Agency



Destination branding



Country branding









Country branding





But this is not just about money





The role and effects of 
country branding:

Country image in the
enlarged European Union





Country brand probably does exist. 
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We think of other countries as brands





”Although companies encourage brand

building through marketing programmes

and other activities, a brand is ultimately

something that exists in the minds of

consumers. (…) The strength of a brand

depends on what the customer has

seen, read, heard, learned, thought

and felt about the brand over time. In

other words, the power of a brand lies in

the minds of existing or potential

customers and the experiences they have

had with the brand, directly or indirectly.”



Country brand probably does exist. 
Country branding probably  doesn’t.

And even if it exists, it is definitely
not about slogans and logos. 
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”The slogan's "role is to provide the consumer with a useful grip or 

reference point to understand what is behind the brand and what 

makes it different.”







The role of the logo is no different than 
a visual representation of the name.



The logo for Spain, created by Miró has been used consistently since 1983 
– many countries are trying to imitate this visual approach





” There is not a single case study 
showing that general country 
marketing campaigns change the 
country image.”

Simon Anholt







Branding is always narrowing down –
but the country is complex.
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What is better: 
If a country/nation has a pure, simple image? 

Or if it is rich, complex, perhaps full of contradictions?



In fact, there are many different 
opinions about a country –

public opinion is not so public
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According to global public opinion
10-20 countries are outstanding –
but we don’t know too much about 

all the other countries and dont’t even bother
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If someone throws stones at you, 
throw back humour!
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Although people don’t know too much about 
most of the countries of the world,

they can still have an opinion –
that is why country brand models 

and rankings can be useful
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Export

Governance

Culture

People

Tourism

Investment and 

immigration



Dimension Individual factors for each dimension

Tourism Travel to the country in case money were no object;

Natural beauty; 

Historic buildings; 

A city with a lively atmosphere

Export Science and technology; 

Buying products; 

Creative place

Governance Competent and honest; 

Rights and fairness; 

Peace and security; 

Environment; 

Poverty.

Immigration and investment Work and life; 

Quality of life; 

School qualifications; 

Business investment; 

Social equality

Culture Sport; 

Cultural heritage; 

Contemporary culture

People You are welcome; 

A close friend; 

Employability



Export

Governance

Culture
Tourism

Investment

and immigration

Scotland’s example



It is hard to build up
a good country image (country brand), 

but it is easy to destroy it –
although it is not that easy to destroy either.
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Don't just do good for ourselves –
but also for other countries.
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”Be good if you can, and the rest 
doesn't matter!”



The big problems are global problems

• Migration
• Terrorism
• Deep Poverty
• Inequality
• Climate change
• Pandemics and biosecurity
• War conflicts
• Human rights

-> They cannot be solved by inward-looking thinking.

Anholt: ”We need more cooperation, more collaboration, a little less competition.”







Ranking of selflessness





“Bragging about your own country, which is what governments so often 
end up doing, is like a standup comedian who goes onstage and tells 
the audience how funny he or she is. 
Don’t tell them to laugh. Be funny. 

And likewise, for countries: 
Don’t tell them to admire you. Be admirable.”

(Simon Anholt)

The lesson learned





It is rarely possible to shape the whole 
country brand, but there are examples
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Criteria for good positioning in the case of countries

RELEVANT
Ideas that can be incorporated are ones that are 

related to an existing one

NARROWING
We need to define what the country is a

and what it is not.

Say less, keep it short and simple!

CONCRETE
Something concrete is memorable.

Something general is not.

DISTINCTIVE
Make it different from the others’.

Very different.

TRUE
You must not lie.

Positioning is the truth told well.

MOTIVATING
Move tourists and locals alike.

STRATEGIC
Can be used in the long term, it has impact on the 

country's activities, not just communication

EXPERIENCE
Feelings like WOW , AHA. or HA-HA



Which countries are these brands from?





Can be translated into both concrete actions and communication





10 million "citizens" from 1,4 million?









We can still try branding a country
– but marketing is only a small part.

+1



„80% of country branding is innovation,
15% coordination and only 5% communication.”

(Simon Anholt)



1. Central idea

2. Stakeholder management

3. Public policy and 
professional policies

4. Digital identity

5. Marketing



The steps of a sustainable country branding "project"



The steps of a sustainable country branding "project"

1) Introduction, clarifying the objectives of country branding

2) Setting up a country branding work group

3) Country brand research, surveys and their analysis

4) Positioning: the central idea behind the country brand strategy

5) Integrating positioning into product development

6) Creating a consistent visual and verbal image

7) Using an integrated marketing communication mix

8) Regular monitoring, evaluation and feedback



Required for country branding

• Wisdom: between short-term promotion and long-term image 
management.

• Patience: because the image of places changes very slowly, taking 
years, even decades.

• Imagination: because it is innovation and creativity that really drive 
things forward.

• Attention: always being cautious about what is best for the country, 
nature, the economy, society and the community.
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Thank you!


